
 

116 Chemical equilibrium EQ
reaction at equilibrium REP IRI ID do not change
at molecular level rn doesn't stop at equal rate

at EQ k En more p more stable the

pdtis.CIRJtnders.amconditions rxn at EQ has same 想 rate

thermodynamic relation OG RT hk later

rn at EQ a AtbB cCtdDkcICTIDHIAJIBJbabc.clstoichiometric codfàents of balanced equation
x concentration with units omitted

activity more precise way to describe Kc though most

熊器器
it and to concentration

activity no units
Kc doesn't have unit
g Calculate Kc forNzmixed wlHz.at 5002 to produce ammoni

Nih 3Hip 2 NH g
at EQ M 0305 M 逃 0.324M 也以 0796M

A k ⼼心品了了⼗十⼆二 回
if inreverse rxn ZNHscgtnb.gl 3Hug keep 刈 the same

get ikc.nu Kc 610
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All R D in same phase homogeneous EQ
One or more R or P indifferent phase heterogeneous EQ

concentration
Molar corn of a Pure substance solid or liquid doesnt

change in a rxn Puresubstances are not included in K expression

g CalOH ⼼心 a Cag 2OH iq k ⼼心 0H
2

Do not put solvents into therxneq.HNomittedi change in solvent conc.is insignificant
Forgas use its partial pressure cp and EQ constant is

denoted byKp
e.g Gas GOD tag Kp⼆二 Pa
Ptotd ⼆二 EPpartial
Kp PR

Convert between partial pressure concentration for a gas
ideal gas law PV nRT approx p comin

p pressure Pa
V volume L

moles molfǜiiik

了了 kgxmys
K



EQconstant K tells us

If k is small K ⼼心 More reactants at EQ
R P EQ sits to the left

K 1 is rareRkis large K 103 More pdts at EQ
Ratp EQ sits to the right

intermediate valuesof k 103 K 103

neither R nor P strongly favored
Use K to calculate the partial pressure cones of a species
at EQ

g PClip PCbcgsth.gs at 298 K
at EQ Kp 25 Ppc15 00021 atm Pa ⼆二048 am

What is Ppg at EQ

A Kp Bailar
Ppd5

Ppg ⼆二 KP0BU5
R.cz

飇 1011



Determine the direction of a reaction will proceed
Kc 扆

RED

Q Items at a random time during the in
a IRmeasured

rxn quotient and compare it w K

measured

If Q K at some time during the Nn then IRBID
forward rxn is favored

Q K at EQ
Q⽔水 at some nine during the Nn then p 测

reverse rxn is favored

eg nitrogendioxide is produced by therxnNzQcgf2NOz.gsK 1.7 103
When Pmo⼆二0.5atm and Pma 0.5atm is the system at EQ
If not which direction

A Q _Plz 052
Pmq

⼆二 ⼀一

525 05

Q 4 p not at EQ proceeds towards pelts



1110 g i 150mol PCG is placed in a 500mL reaction vessel and
decomposes at 2502 to form Pcb Ch Kato All 3
compounds are gases at 2509

Compositionof the EQ mixture PUs cgf pcscgiclz.gs
A i Assume PG decreased的xmdk

ICE table
Paige Msg t Ch g

I 仑器器 3.00M 0 0
C x X X

E 3 x x K 180
x 1.59

pdnf3.00 1.59 141 M
pdDf 𠮩 f 1.59M

Response of EQ to change
Change in conc.LK does not change
Chemical rn at EQ represents a fixed PR ratio
What happens when more reactant is added rxn goestowardright

REP K means at EQ theSame

Kj wait for the system to reach EQ again K is
What happens when more pdt is added rxngoestoward let



what does this tell us about chemical rxns
Chemical rxns adjust so as to minimize the feet of changesLe Chatdiets principle

Nz.gs 3High 2NHzig
What happens if we increase Nz let

increase NH right
decrease Hz right

Who addingmore reactants how would you increase yield ofNH
Remove NH3

Le Chatdid principle also applies to changing physical
parameters P ⻔门
Change in pressure k does not change
Nzig 3⽉月29 EZNH.gs How does a rxn respond to minimize

thefeet of increasing pressure By decreasing volume
n constant ct anc increases

if initial conc.at EQisotoio.IM
NH㲿 o 1 2Then Kz 可以不不⼆二 了了两 100

Volume is halfed all anc are doubled

upis doubled
i new conc 02.0.2 02 M

Then Q ⼼心⼀一

Q K
0⼝口他2 3 25

i rxn shifts right



Quick way
Vdecreases more moles ofgas on let then in shifts right
The system is NOT respond to change in pressure

is respond to change in

conceg.liHepressuredhesVsameconcsamerxn
does NOT Shift


